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THE VIEW FROM THE THIRD TRIPTYCH

So you think this is what Hell is like?  All the weird guys and the pink bagpipes and stuff ?
No.  I’ll tell you what Hell is like.  Hell is being stuck here, with my arse and legs in some other

universe, my stomach occupied by a bunch of  rowdy ne’er-do-wells endlessly boozing.  Those things
going on around me – they don’t bother me much after five hundred years.  Whatever.  But I tell you
what: the one thing that really,  really is  Hell - it’s  being stuck in one position, like paint on wood,
nowhere to go.  The rest of  it – you get used to anything after a while.  You just block out the noise,
the screams, the little blue men, all that stuff.  Even those guys making a song and dance with a knife
and a pair of  ears.  Aye, even that daft rabbit with his horn and his satchel.  

But nowhere to go: that’s Hell.

I’m supposed to be the image of  the painter?  Well, one thing they don’t seem to have in Hell is a
mirror.  I wonder why? - Hell could just as well be looking at yourself  in a mirror for all Eternity,
couldn’t it?  No mirror, so I can’t compare myself  to the painter.  Even if  I could remember what he
looked like.  No, I can’t be the judge of  that.  But I don’t think so.  I mean, why would he do that to
himself ?  No, I think I’m probably some innocent guy who accidentally splashed mud or cow-shit on
the painter when he was out taking the air on a rainy day.  Plenty of  rainy days to choose from in ‘s -
Hertogenbosch, plenty of  shit on the ground.  Splashed him.  Or maybe I farted at the wrong time.
Farted, so Varweel !  my farting arse.  And now I get to spend Eternity in his vision of  Hell.  I don’t
know, though – maybe I am him? - it’s hard to remember after all this time.  Anyway, he crumbled away
to dust long ago, so who, exactly, is going to know?  But I tell you this: if  I could get him up here in
front of  me for two minutes – him looking in, self-satisfaction all over his face, and me looking out –
there’d be a few questions for him to answer.

First off: why the hell couldn’t you put me into the middle panel, the ‘Garden of  Earthly Delights’
or whatever it’s called?  At least then I’d have something to show for it and – you could argue - but I
wouldn’t – I don’t believe in the Afterlife – and at least I’d be getting punished now for having had a
pretty damn good time.  A pretty good time all round, from what I can make out.  Not that I can make
out much these days, peering over my shoulder past that horse’s skull and those dafties with the lute.
Squinting at a surface that’s all flat.  It was different in the olden days – sometimes they’d fold up the
whole shooting-match, the two outer panels facing in to the middle one.  I’d get a faceful of  naked
flesh.  Happy days.  It’s a lot more fun there than that first panel, it has to be said – that Garden of
Eden.  Not much happening there that I can see – just a few animals and birds – isn’t that elephant
interesting, though? - and God trying to tell Adam and Eve what not to do.  Do they look like they
were ever going to listen?  And just you look closely – you’ll see those ridiculous ears in there, top right,
just waiting for their moment.  And maybe a few other things God hadn’t reckoned on.

No, but the Earthly Delights look good to me.  Funny animals, juicy fruits, skinny-dipping, Easter
Eggs, all manner of  naked lust.  Why, O Great Jheronimus, why did you not paint me there, that’s what
I want to know.  All right, it could be just as boring there after five centuries, for all I know; but at least
I’d have had the option.

Second question I’d put to him: where’s my arse gone, exactly?  Is it something we ate?  Did I fart it
into oblivion somehow?  Legless, and not in a good way.  Don’t you realise how tricky it is to try to
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keep my balance on two rowing-boats, juggle a bagpipe on my head and not get distracted by those
Hounds of  Hell – that’s what they like to call themselves – tearing chunks out of  the knight in armour.
You could have left me my buttocks and maybe a leg or two to stand on.  

Third question: what’s with all the symbolism?  I don’t know – keys, musical instruments, pigs in
nun’s clothing, skating whatsits, unfortunates with arrows stuck up their bums.  Like some kind of
monk’s illuminations gone wrong.  What’s that all about?  Did you even know what you were doing?  I
asked the blue frog once - you know the one sitting on his commode, shitting out guys into a hole in
the ground.  Asked him what he thought.  He said he thought it was all just a game.  Some game, pal, I
croaked.  We agreed to differ.

But, d’you know what I think? – I don’t think that painter lad could answer any of  those questions.
My view is that the painter – that’s him, not me – had some real issues.  He needed to get a life. Or talk
to someone.  Actually, he didn’t have much of  a clue what he was setting me up for.  His Hell, not
mine.  Then off  he goes and dies.  No explanation.  Just dies.  I thought - maybe I’ll see him hanging
around Hell like the rest of  us.  No such luck.  He’ll be in some kind of  painted Heaven, all by himself
– or more like with a few of  the chicks from the centre panel.  In the Great Lost Fourth Panel.  Him in
the middle, looking smug.

So you out there, whoever you are - maybe you could answer some questions I’ve got?  You don’t
look like you’ve much to do - plenty of  time to wander around admiring pictures.  Whatever happened
to a good solid day’s work?  Whatever happened to looking after the house, cooking, cleaning, bringing
up the kids?  World’s gone all to ruin.  Leastwise, that’s what the blue frog keeps telling me, between
snacks.

Questions anyway.  Have things got any better?  What kind of  Hell do you have planned for your
immediate future?  Is the world going to Hell all over again?  How much longer do I have to hang
about here before everything goes up in a puff  – oak panels, paint, galleries and all?  I heard someone
passing by the other day – all guidebooks and camera-phones – oh yes, I keep up with the times: there’s
nothing else to do – they said that all that black smoke, flame and devastation up here behind me
looked pretty familiar from the news.  A bit difficult to see that way from where I’m standing, but I can
hear the noise and I can smell the stench.  Some things never change.

Just how, do you think, does it feel to be five hundred years old?  I don’t know anyone out there –
you  could  be  some  distant  descendant  of  mine  for  all  we  know  –  and  I  don’t  mean  that  as  a
compliment.  The only folks I know are stuck in here with me.  Every so often, in the early days, one of
us would try to sneak over to sample the Earthly Delights.  But you got short shrift there.  Just a quick
whiff  for old times’ sake and then they were on to you, the prissies – begone, demon!  Get thee hence!
And they’re chasing you with a strawberry, or come after you with a giant mussel-shell.  Then – heave
ho! - and you’re back home.  In Hell.

Still, I suppose it beats a lifelike painting of  a pot of  flowers.  Or someone’s artfully folded cloak.
Perfect in every last detail.  ‘Almost as if  you could pick it up,’ they say when they admire all that stuff
over there on the far wall.  They don’t say that about Hell - ‘almost as if  you were there.’  

I’d say you’re not far off, though.
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